**Restroom Charges**

*Related to Student Union and Mall Events.*

If an Event asks to open the building early, the Union will charge the automatic standard rate of $250 per Hour (1 hour charge minimum)

Additional charges for restrooms will be reflected based upon a tier system, based upon volume of anticipated attendees.

If Event is scheduled is less than **500** individuals

- The Union will absorb incremental costs

If Event is from **500-1500**

- Customer will have choice of 3rd party Vendor, which is approximately a minimum $700 per 3 unit install. (# Units are 2 Regular and 1 ADA compliant porta potty)

**OR**

The Union will provide additional service to our ground floor restrooms at a cost of $550

If Event is larger than **1500**,

- Porta potties are required
- For events larger than 1500, a minimum of 6 regular and 1 ADA are suggested

(Presidential events to be looked at individually)